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Contrary to nucleon, the meson structure is nearly unknown

¡ Meson structure
Ø What is the behavior of the kaon and pion PDFs vs the PDFs 

in the nucleon? 
Ø The s quark in the kaon is heavier: Are kaon and pion gluon 

PDFs identical? 

¡ Understand the hadron mass budget
Ø Higgs mechanism can’t explain hadron masses
Ø Need to explain the “heavy” nucleon and the “massless” pion

¡ My talk: charmonium production could prove a powerful 
tool for accessing the π/K PDFs

MESON STRUCTURE  AND THE ORIGIN OF HADRON MASSES
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AMBER EXPERIMENT – PROPOSED SETUP

¡ Run 3:  2022 – 2024
Ø positive beam: pions (25%), protons (74%)

Ø negative beam: pions (97%), kaons (2%) 

¡ Run 4 (with RF):  > 2026 
Ø negative kaons (~50%), pions (~50%)

Ø positive kaons 

Ø antiprotons
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Only place in the world with pion and (kaon, antiproton) beams ! 



DIMUON STUDIES IN COMPASS++/AMBER

¡ Run 3: 2022 – 2024

Ø E = 190 GeV, positive and negative hadron beams 

Ø light (12C) and heavy (184W) targets 

Ø Simultaneous measurements: !+ and p, and also !−

¡ Run 4: 

Ø strongly relies on RF separated beams

Ø E < 100 GeV, positive and negative beams 

Ø New, highest-ever statistics measurements with K+, K−, antiprotons … 
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DY data: 
see talk

 by M
. Quaresma

Note that: Drell-Yan and charmonium data are collected in parallel



CHARMONIUM WITH AMBER

¡ Advantages of (our) FT energies: 100 – 200 GeV 

Ø J/ψ has large cross sections – factor of 30-40 larger than Drell-Yan at 190 GeV 

Ø Fixed-target energies:  production is dominated by 2 -> 1 processes 

Ø Can measure xF, pT, ! distributions with unprecedented statistics (> 1 M events)

Ø Collect also ψ’  data, together with J/ψ 

¡ Present status of FT measurements

Ø Meson FT data come from CERN and Fermilab experiments: mostly 80’s, 90’s  

Ø No new FT data since nearly two decades – contrary to charmonium collider data 
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CHARMONIUM WITH AMBER

¡ Difficulties – and impetus for deeper studies
Ø Model dependence: the production mechanism is not well known. A long history… 

Ø Mainly two production models: CEM and NRQCD.  At FT energies, both models 
have !"! and ## as dominant contributions to the cross section

Ø pT ⩽ M(J/%) :  complementary to LHC, where pT >> M(J/%) 

¡ Huge potential interest

Ø Add meson-induced FT data to charmonium production studies at colliders

Ø Access quark/gluon PDFs of pion and kaon

Ø Access gluon PDFs in nuclei…   
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J/! PRODUCTION MECHANISMS
¡ Color Evaporation Model (CEM)

Ø Simple cross section for producing " #" pairs.  Ignores quantum numbers. 
Ø Considerable phenomenological success 

¡ Recent improvements: Improved CEM (ICEM)  (Cheung and Vogt, PRD98,2018)

Ø includes pT dependence, ICEM + kT factorization => cross sections, xF and pT
dependence, polarization, etc…

¡ NRQCD (Bodwin, Braaten, Lepage): rigorous consequence of QCD 
Ø Long-Distance Matrix Elements (LDME): probability of the cc pair to evolve into a 

quarkonium state. LDME: conjectured to be universal, …. 
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where x1 and x2 are the fractions of the hadron momentum
carried by the projectile and target partons, respectively. Af-
ter integration over the delta functions in Eq. !4", x01,02
! 1

2 ("xF#!xF2#4m2/s). The convolution of the partonic
cross sections #22,23$ and the parton densities is
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where the parton densities f i(x ,m2) are evaluated at momen-
tum fraction x and scale m2!x1x2s , and m is the invariant
mass of the cc̄ pair. The sum over q includes only light
quark flavors.
The LO charmonium cross section for charmonium state

i, %̃ i , is then obtained by integrating the free cc̄ cross section
over the pair mass from the cc̄ production threshold, 2mc , to
the open charm threshold, 2mD!3.74 GeV. Then

d%̃ i

dxF
!2Fi!

2mc

2mD
m dm

d%cc̄

dxFdm2 , !7"

where Fi is the fraction of %cc̄ that produces the final-state
cc̄ resonance.
The CEM assumes that the quarkonium dynamics are

identical to those of low invariant mass cc̄ pairs. The had-
ronization of the charmonium states from the cc̄ pairs is
nonperturbative, involving the emission of one or more soft
gluons. A different nonperturbative matrix element is needed
for the direct production of each charmonium state. Each
nonperturbative matrix element is represented by a single
universal factor Fi which depends on the charm quark mass,
mc , the scale of 's , ( , and the parton densities. In our
calculations with the CEM, we use the leading order MRST
LO parton distributions #24$. This set has a low initial
Q2, Q0!1 GeV. The mass and scale parameters are mc
!1.2 GeV and (!2mc . Once Fi has been determined for
each state, e.g., ) , )!, or *cJ , the model successfully pre-
dicts the energy and momentum dependencies. We note that
F) includes both direct ) production and indirect production
through radiative decays of the *cJ states and hadronic )!
decays.

Since Fi must be a constant for the model to have any
predictive power, the relative differential and integrated
quarkonium production rates should be independent of pro-
jectile, target, and energy. This appears to be true for the
charmonium production ratios &J*cJ /)+0.4 and )!/)
+0.14 #25–28$. See Ref. #21$ for more details.
The next-to-leading order !NLO" quarkonium production

cross section in the CEM #21$ was calculated using the QQ̄
production code of Ref. #29$ with the mass cut in Eq. !7".
When the NLO contribution is included, the pT dependence
of ) production at the Tevatron has been shown to agree
with the CEM calculations #30$. The LO and NLO calcula-
tions agree equally well with the energy and xF dependent
data if Fi

LO is defined as Fi
NLO multiplied by a theoretical K

factor, the ratio of the NLO to LO cross sections #21$. At
next-to-leading order, F)

NLO is 2.54% #21$.
Figure 2 shows the forward xF distributions for ) produc-

tion in pp collisions1 in the CEM at 800 and 120 GeV. The
)! distributions are identical except for the relative fraction
of )! production below the DD̄ threshold and are thus not
shown. Note that at large xF , xF,0.6 at 800 GeV and ,0.5
at 120 GeV, qq̄ annihilation is the most important contribu-
tion to the cross section.

B. Quarkonium production in nonrelativistic QCD

An alternative model of quarkonium production, the color
singlet model #31$, predicted that high pT ) production
would be dominated by *cJ decays. It also predicted that
direct ) and )! production would be rare because a hard
gluon emission was required to make a color singlet 3S1
state on a perturbative time scale. On the other hand, the
CEM is an average over the color and spin of the produced
cc̄ pair and cannot make such predictions. Soon after the
high pT Tevatron data #32$ made it clear that the hard gluon
emission constraint in the color singlet model severely un-
derpredicted direct ) and )! production, the nonrelativistic
QCD !NRQCD" approach to quarkonium production was
formulated #33$. This approach does not restrict the angular
momentum or color of the quarkonium state to only the lead-
ing singlet state. For example, the final-state ) may be pro-
duced as a 3P0 color octet state which becomes a ) through
nonperturbative soft gluon emissions. Thus the NRQCD

1The xF distributions are symmetric around xF!0 in pp produc-
tion.

FIG. 2. The ) xF distributions at !a" 800 GeV
and !b" 120 GeV in the CEM. The contributions
from gg fusion !dashed" and qq̄ annihilation
!dot-dashed" are given along with the total
!solid".
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model is similar in spirit to the CEM albeit with more non-
perturbative parameters, as we will see.
The xF distribution of a charmonium state, C, in NRQCD

is

d!C

dxF
!"

i , j
!
0

1
dx1dx2#$xF"x1

#x2%f i
A$x1 ,&2%f j

B$x2 ,&2%!̂$i j→C% $8%

!̂$i j→C%!"
n
CQQ̄[n]
i j 'O n
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where the C production cross section, !̂(i j→C), is the prod-
uct of expansion coefficients, CQQ̄[n]

i j , calculated perturba-
tively in powers of )s(&2) and nonperturbative parameters,
'O n

C(, describing the hadronization of the charmonium state.
In the model, *c0 and *c2 are produced as color singlets by
gg fusion and as color octets through qq̄ annihilation, both
with CQQ̄[n]

i j +)s
2 . The three *cJ states, the , , and ,! are all

produced as color octets through qq̄ annihilation with
CQQ̄[n]
i j +)s

2 . Direct , and ,! occurs through gluon fusion
both in color octet production with CQQ̄[n]

i j +)s
2 and in color

singlet production with CQQ̄[n]
i j +)s

3 . In addition, the *c1 can
be produced as a color singlet through gg fusion and g(q
# q̄) scattering with CQQ̄[n]

i j +)s
2 . For charmonium produc-

tion proportional to )s
2 , an additional delta function enters

Eq. $8% so that x1 and x2 are both fixed as in Eq. $2%. How-
ever, when the expansion coefficients are proportional to )s

3 ,
only x1 or x2 can be fixed by the delta function in Eq. $8%,
while the other momentum fraction must be integrated over.
We use the parameters determined by Beneke and Rothstein
-34. for fixed-target hadroproduction of charmonium with
mc!1.5 GeV and &!2mc , and the CTEQ 3L parton den-
sities -35..

The total , xF distribution includes radiative decays of
the *cJ states and hadronic decays of the ,!,

d!,

dxF
!
d!,

dir

dxF
# "

J!0

2

B$*cJ→,X%
d!*cJ

dxF
#B$,!→,X%

d!,!
dxF

.

$10%

In contrast, in the CEM, the xF distributions of all states are
assumed to be the same. Thus F, in Eq. $7% implicitly in-
cludes the *cJ and ,! decay contributions given explicitly in
Eq. $10%. See Ref. -34.for the expressions for the charmo-
nium cross sections and the values of the nonperturbative
parameters 'O n

C(.
In Ref. -34., the singlet matrix elements were calculated

from the quarkonium wave functions at the origin. The octet
matrix elements were fit to Tevatron production data except
for /8 -34.which was obtained from a fit to total cross
sections data at fixed-target energies. In NRQCD, three pa-
rameters are needed to fix the ,! production cross section,
while eight are needed for the total , cross section. Only one
parameter for each state is needed in the CEM, a consider-
able reduction.
The total , forward xF distributions2 at 800 and 120 GeV,

Eq. $10%, are shown in Figs. 3$a%and 3$c%, respectively. Since
the *c0 branching ratio to , is less than 1%, its contribution
is virtually negligible. However, 027% of the produced *c1
states decay to , , including the gq scattering contribution,
are shown in the dotted curves. At 800 GeV this component
is only a factor of 2–3 less than the total qq̄ contribution to
the full , cross section. The gg contribution from *c1 de-
cays and the smaller *c2 decay contribution, 014%, provide
most of the singlet component of total , production. Inter-
estingly, when the *cJ decays are included, the octet contri-
bution to the total , production cross section is 60%, close to

2Note that, as in the CEM, the pp xF distributions are symmetric
around xF!0.

FIG. 3. The , xF distributions at $a%800 GeV
and $c% 120 GeV in NRQCD. The contributions
from gg fusion $dashed%, qq̄ annihilation $dot-
dashed%, gq scattering $dotted%, and the total
$solid% are given. The corresponding ,! distribu-
tions are given in $b% and $d%. The curves show
gg fusion $dashed%, qq̄ annihilation $dot-dashed%,
and the total $solid%.
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DO WE UNDERSTAND THE J/! PRODUCTION?

Ø Two models at NLO: CEM and NRQCD
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NRQCD

qq

gg CEM
qq
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Qualitatively similar, but quantitatively different results 

(R. Vogt, 2000) 
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Could J/" data be used to infer meson PDFs ?  



GRV(1992) VS JAM(2018) PION PDFS
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ICEM PREDICTIONS – XF DEPENDENCE
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POLARIZATION
¡ J/! is a 1− − particle; its third component is Jz = 0,+1, −1. 

Ø " = +1  : 100% transverse polarization (Jz = ± 1) 

Ø " = 0  :  unpolarized

Ø " =  -1  :  100% longitudinal polarization (Jz = 0) 

¡ Polarization is a fundamental observable

Ø angular momentum, chirality, parity conservations preserve the properties of the J/!: 
from production to the 2µ decay

Ø Nature wants to help us, for #$#: " ≃ +1, but for &&: " ≃ −1

Ø Key variable for understanding the bound state formation

EHM workshop, CERN SP 12

CHAPTER 5

8% for mc and approximately 2.4% for mb) that can be very significant for quarkonium rates that are

proportional to a large power of the mass.

Many of the largest uncertainties in the theoretical predictions, as well as some of the experimental

uncertainties, cancel in the ratios of cross-sections. Examples in charmonium production are the ratio

Rψ of the inclusive cross-sections for ψ(2S) and J/ψ production and the ratio Rχc of the inclusive

cross-sections for χc1 and χc2 production. These ratios are defined by

Rψ =
σ[ψ(2S)]
σ[J/ψ]

, (5.9)

Rχc =
σ[χc1 ]
σ[χc2 ]

. (5.10)

Other useful ratios are the fractions FH of J/ψ’s that come from decays of higher quarkonium states H .
The fractions that come from decays of ψ(2S) and from χc(1P ) are defined by

Fψ(2S) = Br[ψ(2S)→J/ψ + X]
σ[ψ(2S)]
σ[J/ψ]

, (5.11)

Fχc =
2!

J=0

Br[χcJ(1P )→J/ψ + X]
σ[χcJ(1P )]

σ[J/ψ]
. (5.12)

The J = 0 term in (5.12) is usually negligible, because the branching fraction Br[χc0→J/ψ X] is so
small. The fraction of J/ψ’s that are produced directly can be denoted by FJ/ψ .

Another set of observables in which many of the uncertainties cancel out consists of polarization

variables, which can be defined as ratios of cross-sections for the production of different spin states of
the same quarkonium. The angular distribution of the decay products of the quarkonium depends on the

spin state of the quarkonium. The polarization of a 1−− state, such as the J/ψ, can be measured from the
angular distribution of its decays into lepton pairs. Let θ be the angle in the J/ψ rest frame between the
positive lepton momentum and the chosen polarization axis. The most convenient choice of polarization

axis depends on the process. The differential cross-section has the form

dσ

d(cos θ)
∝1 + α cos2 θ, (5.13)

which defines a polarization variable α whose range is−1 ≤α ≤+1. We can define longitudinally and
transversely polarized J/ψ’s to be ones whose spin components along the polarization axis are 0 and
±1, respectively. The polarization variable α can then be expressed as (1 −3ξ)/(1 + ξ), where ξ is the
fraction of the J/ψ’s that are longitudinally polarized. The value α = 1 corresponds to J/ψ with 100%
transverse polarization, while α = −1 corresponds to J/ψ with 100% longitudinal polarization.

One short-coming of the NRQCD factorization approach is that, at leading order in v, some of the
kinematics of production are treated inaccurately. Specifically, the mass of the light hadronic state that
forms during the evolution of the QQ̄ pair into the quarkonium state is neglected, and no distinction is

made between 2m and the quarkonium mass. While the corrections to these approximations are formally

of higher order in v, they can be important numerically in the cases of rapidly varying quarkonium-
production distributions, such as pT distributions at the Tevatron and z distributions at theB factories and

HERA near the kinematic limit z = 1. These effects can be taken into account through the resummation
of certain operator matrix elements of higher order in v [10]. The resummation results in universal
nonperturbative shape functions that give the probability distributions for a QQ̄ pair with a given set of

quantum numbers to evolve into a quarkonium with a given fraction of the pair’s momentum. The shape

functions could, in principle, be extracted from the data for one process and applied to another process.

Effects from resummation of logarithms of 1−z and model shape functions have been calculated for the

286
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¡ ICEM xF-dependent predictions

Ø with minimal model-dependence 

!"#$ ≈ +0.4 for -.-
!"#$ ≈ −0.6 for 11

Ø The difference between the two 
predictions results from the different 
amount of -.- and 11 contributions 
as a function of xF. 

POLARIZATION: EXPECTED RESULTS   (CHEUNG AND VOGT, PRIV. COMM. )
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Stat. errors estimates using 
2015 Compass data

The polarization value as a function of xF is ALSO sensitive to the shape 
differences between 11 and -.- contributions to the cross section



J/Ψ  MEASUREMENTS AT COMPASS++/AMBER 
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ESTIMATED J/! STATISTICS

Comments

Cross sections not published, only plots available

xF and pT cross sections available 

Only ratios of cross sections available

Only A-dependent studies of total cross sections

Only A-dependent studies of total cross sections 
xF and pT cross sections available
…

Estimations based on Compass preliminary numbers
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!’ PRODUCTION

¡ Advantages
Ø No feed-down contributions. Consequences:

o straightforward test of production models, no dilution. 

o "#" and $$ contributions could reach their maximum polarization values

Ø xF and pT dependences could be measured altogether with the polarization 
Ø AMBER could provide the largest !’ data set ever. 

¡ Requirements
Ø Good mass resolution ( ≤ 100 MeV ) to separate J/! and !’ – vertex detectors

Ø Alternative: dedicated run for charmonium studies without absorber – much 
improved resolution, but significantly lower statistics. 
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!’ PRODUCTION – EXPECTED STATISTICS

¡ From previous measurements                                  
(e.g. HERA-B, 2007) 
Ø R (!’/J/!) ≃ 0.018 (used to estimate nb of !’)
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Target Energy Beam Nb of !’
12C 190 GeV #+ 21 600

#− 32 400

p 27 000
184W #+ 9 000

#− 12 600

p 12 600

An order of magnitude better than previous 
experiments ! 



RUN4++ : RF SEPARATED BEAMS – HIGH-INTENSITY

¡ Studies underway at CERN for RUN4 (2026++) 

¡ Some assumptions:

Ø L = 450 m, f = 3.9 GHz, beam spot within 1.5 mm

Ø Reasonable primary target efficiency, 80% wanted particles pass dump

Ø Number of primary protons: 100 - 400x1011 ppp on the production target

Ø Energy limitation : ≲ 100 GeV

Large improvement in kaon and antiproton intensities  ( > x 20- 40 !)
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PROTON AND ANTIPROTON-INDUCED J/Ψ PRODUCTION  

¡ ! !̅ + ! charmonium cross sections 

¡ Difference of the !̅ and !-induced cross sections: 

# !̅ − σ ! ∝ '()() + +)+)
Ø Note that the proton PDFs are very well known. 
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!̅ '('(+̅ + ! ((+ ∝ ,, + '()() + +)+) + '()(- + +̅)+- + '(-() + +̅-+) + sea − sea terms

! ((+ + ! ((+ ∝ ,, + [−−−−−− −] + '(-() + +̅-+) + () '(- + +)+̅- + sea − sea terms

The cross section difference could serve as a benchmark for the J/ψ production mechanism  



NA3@150 GEV: COMPARISON PROTON VS ANTIPROTON (CEM)
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The (largest) valence-valence term is only present in antiproton-induced production 



J/! – MODEL-INDEPENDENT ACCESS TO THE KAON VALENCE PDF!

¡ Production cross section for K+ and K−

Ø The cross section difference isolates the val-val term: 

ü Can be compared with the kaon valence PDF determined using Drell-Yan 

ü For E < 100 GeV, the "#" contribution is dominant 
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KAON-INDUCED J/! PRODUCTION – CEM AT 100 GEV 
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K− – K+ difference provides alternative (to DY) way to access the kaon valence PDF  
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distribution; and in this we draw guidance from empirical
information on πN Drell-Yan [60],

xuπMðxÞ ¼
1

n
xᾱð1 − xÞβ̄ð1 − γ̄

ffiffiffi
x

p
þ δ̄xÞ; ð26Þ

where 1=n is a simple algebraic factor that ensuresR
1
0 dx uπMðxÞ ¼ 1. Then, at ζH ¼ 0.51 GeV an empirical
assessment of the pion’s sea-quark distribution is
consistent with

ᾱ ¼ 0.16; β̄ ¼ 5.20; γ̄ ¼ 3.243; δ̄ ¼ 5.206: ð27Þ

The same consideration of πN Drell-Yan shows that 29%
of the pion’s momentum is carried by glue at ζH
½hxgi ¼ 0.29&, in a distribution that has [60] αg ≈ 3=2
and βg ≈ 1þ βV , where βV is the exponent which charac-
terizes the pion’s valence-quark distribution on x≃ 1. In
Eq. (25a), we therefore emulate Ref. [30] and use
δguπV;M ¼ δguπ ,

δgu πðxÞ ¼ cπgxαg−1ð1 − xÞβgPðβg;αg−1Þ
1 ð2x − 1Þ; ð28Þ

with cπg being a parameter and P1 a Jacobi polynomial, in
order to shift 29% of the dressed quarks’ momentum into
the gluon distribution. [Equation (28) is consistent with
Eqs. (24).] With βg ¼ 3, owing to Eq. (12), one finds

cπgðζHÞ ¼ 8.50: ð29Þ

All parameters in uπðxÞ are now fixed, so that the result
we subsequently describe is a prediction for this distribu-
tion. We are not so fortunate with the kaon: there are no
published constraints on its gluon distribution. We there-
fore employ Eq. (28) for the kaon’s gluon profiles, use
cKu
g ðζHÞ as a parameter to be determined by fitting extant
Drell-Yan data on the ratio uKðxÞ=uπðxÞ, and thereby
provide a constraint on the fraction of the kaon’s momen-
tum carried by glue at the hadronic scale. In order to
proceed we must fix cKs

g ðζHÞ, which we do by requiring that
gluons remove the same fraction of momentum from u and
s̄ quarks in the kaon, viz.

uKðxÞ
s̄KðxÞ

¼ uKV ðxÞ
s̄KV ðxÞ

⇒ cKs
g ¼ 1.29cKu

g : ð30Þ

At this point, we have just one free parameter in our
predictions for uπðxÞ, uKðxÞ, and s̄KðxÞ, i.e. cKu

g .

V. DRAWING COMPARISONS WITH DATA

All that is required to report results for the valence-quark
distribution in the pion is now specified. However, in order
to supply results for the kaon PDFs, the parameter cKu

g must

be determined. In order to achieve that, we use leading-
order DGLAP evolution from ζH ¼ 0.51 GeV to ζ5.2 ¼
5.2 GeV and require a least-squares fit to the kaon-to-pion
ratio of Drell-Yan cross sections obtained from a sample of
dimuon events with invariant mass 4.1 < M < 8.5 GeV
[5]. (N.B. We choose ζ5.2 because that is the average mass
for data taken in the E615 experiment [4,39], which
covered bins with 4.05 < M < 8.53 GeV.) In this way,
one finds

cKu
g ðζHÞ ¼ 1.28 ⇒ hxgiKu ðζHÞ ¼ 0.05; ð31Þ

and the result depicted in Fig. 2. The evolved distribu-
tions may satisfactorily be interpolated by the following
expression1:

xqðxÞ ¼ Axαð1 − xÞβð1 − γ
ffiffiffi
x

p
þ δxÞ; ð32Þ

with

ζ5.2 A α β γ δ

xuπ 1.08 0.70 2.93 0 5.48
xuK 18.62 1.56 2.93 0.86 0
xs̄K 20.17 1.64 2.93 2.09 2.25

: ð33Þ

FIG. 2. uKðxÞ=u πðxÞ at ζ ¼ 5.2 GeV: solid (black) curve,
obtained via LO evolution from ζH ¼ 0.51 GeV assuming 5%
of the kaon’s momentum is carried by glue at this hadronic scale;
dashed (green) curve, zero momentum carried by gluons; and dot-
dashed (blue) curve, 10% of the kaon’s momentum carried by
glue. For comparison, an analysis of πN Drell-Yan data suggests
that 29% of the pion’s momentum is carried by glue at ζH , as
explained in connection with Eq. (28). The long-dashed (purple)
curve is the DSE prediction in Ref. [24], obtained using
numerical solutions of realistic gap and Bethe-Salpeter equations.
(Data in this figure are from Ref. [5]. The dotted (red) line
marks a value of unity for the ratio. It is drawn to highlight the
domain upon which one might be confident empirically that
uKðxÞ=u πðxÞ ≠ 1, viz. x ≳ 0.8.)

1Herein we employ a more sophisticated interpolating function
than that used in Ref. [30] because it enables increased precision
in the determination of the large-x behavior of the PDFs, as
explained in Ref. [38].
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DSE:  at the hadronic scale gluons carry 

5% of the momentum of the kaon BUT
30% of the momentum of the pion ! 

Drell-Yan data: 700 ev.

700 DY events only. But the number of J/ψ events is much larger ….



J/Ψ DATA ON THE KAON: STATISTICS 
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J/ψ production K/! ratio brings essential newl information 

AMBER: nb of expected K (*using LoI DY conditions – with RF) 

Expt Tgt E(GeV) Beam Nb of J/"
WA39 184W 40 K− ≲100

NA3 195Pt 150 K− 19 190

AMBER 12C 100 K− ≃ 1 000 000

AMBER 100 !− ≃ 2 000 000 

WA39 184W 40 K+ ≲100

NA3 195Pt 200 K+ 14 190

AMBER 12C 100 K+ ≃140 000

12C 100 !+ ≳ 300 000  

19 190 K− ev.

NA3 K−/!− J/ψ RATIO 



SUMMARY FOR J/! MEASUREMENTS WITH AMBER
¡ J/! data with "+ and "− beams (Run 3) 

Ø J/! and !’ measurements with high statistics 

Ø Allow for multidimensional analysis of cross section and polarization data 

Ø Goal: understand production mechanism and infer meson PDFs

üAMBER is unique for such measurements; no direct competition 

¡ J/! data with K−, K+ and antiproton beams  (Run 4 and RF separation)

Ø J/! and !’ data: extensive comparison K− and K+, possibly p and $̅ data

Ø Goal: constrain production mechanism + determine K valence and gluon structure

üMotivating extensions with kaon and antiproton beams; no direct competition 
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